Call for Expression of Interest

Multi-Donor Action jointly co-financed by the European Union and the Federal Republic of Germany, Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development and implemented by GIZ. The Action will contribute to the EU Programme “EU for Competitiveness through Innovation and Tourism Development”, in particular related to upgraded tourism / cultural facilities and stakeholders’ skills as part of the Tourism Development Strategy implementation.

I line with this GIZ Private Sector Development Project as implementor will conduct Reconstruction of Fetislam Fortress in Kladovo and for the purpose of fulfilment National legislation requirements Professional site supervision services are required.

Professional Supervision of the Construction Site

Tender procedure from invitation to tender until signing of contract is expected to take place between 17th July 2020 and 7th September 2020 Professional Supervision services are expected to be performed and completed approximately within 17 months from signing of contract.

The scope of work includes:

1. Execution of all reconstruction work according to the technical documentation - Conceptual project design and execution design;
2. Implementation of accompanying construction work according to the rules of the profession and relevant regulations.
3. Proper installation of equipment, assuring quality of the performed work by contractor;
   Professional supervision services are expected to be performed on the site – Fetislam Fortress in Municipality of Kladovo.

Companies registered in Serbia who are interested in submitting an offer are asked to provide the following:

- Brief company profile (max 20 lines), written confirmation of registered offices, legal status and date of incorporation within their initial response.
- Annual financial statements for the past three (3) years (2019,2018,2017);
- Evidence of possession of license I090A1 or P090A1;
- Confirmation of fully employed engineers with license 300 or 400, 310 or 410, 330 or 430, 350 or 450;
EU for Cultural Heritage and Tourism

- Reference list of reconstruction and rehabilitation projects under protection as a cultural monument as standalone Site Supervision with of relevant construction work.
- In case of consortium, please submit a corresponding written authorization.

Responses are to be submitted to the address below in an envelope marked "Professional Supervision – Fetislam Fortress, Kladovo" and to arrive not later than 29th June 2020 at 15h.

GIZ Office Belgrade
Brzakova 20
11040 Belgrade

On the basis of the outcome of this call for expressions of interest, GIZ will make a short-list of qualified companies to be invited subsequently to submit an offer.

Please note that all correspondence and dealing with GIZ must be in English.